Card Scanning Solutions Releases New Duplex Card Scanner Hardware,
SS3100D And SS3100DN
CSSN Inc.dba Card Scanning Solutions recently released their new high-speed duplex scanners
SS3100D and SS3100DN which offer the simultaneous high image quality capture of both sides
of a scanned document. The available optional software and the added features and
functionalities of the hardware provide a unique and convenient double side scanning solution
for both desktop and mobile use.
Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) September 02, 2011 -- Card Scanning Solutions (CSSN Inc.) has been the leader in
image processing and OCR technologies since 1999. With the recent launch of the latest version of software
9.50.0, the ScanShell® 3000D and 3000DN duplex scanners were upgraded to the ScanShell® 3100D and
3100DN. The added features and functionality of these scanners make the hardware the perfect solution for the
duplex scanning of a wide variety of cards and documents including insurance cards, driver licenses, ID cards,
passports, photos, full letter, legal sized documents and even embossed cards.
“We understand the importance of offering a high-speed duplex scanning solution that is portable and easy-touse. The ScanShell®3100D is a robust advancement of the legacy ScanShell®3000D units. The result has been
improved speed, more power, and the capacity to pass through thicker card stock. This hardware is bundled
with our comprehensive software for the ideal scanning solution,” said Yossi Zekri, President and CEO of Card
Scanning Solutions.
The ScanShell® 3100D and 3100DN duplex portable scanners are equipped with a high speed USB 2.0
standard interface and require no external power supply. These scanners have a small footprint weighing only
588 grams which enhances their portability and offers the flexibility to use the scanner in an office or while on
the move. Since the duplex scanners are Windows (WIA-STI) and TWAIN compliant, you are able to easily
incorporate this hardware technology directly into your existing software application.
Scanning requirements differ in each industry and the ScanShell® 3100D and 3100DN duplex scanners allow
you to control the resolution settings from 75dpi to 600dpi. The scanning area also facilitates a wide range of
sizes providing you with the flexibility to scan a wide range of cards and documents. The thickness of the
scanned media can also vary between 0.1mm to 1.3mm. The duplex scanners from CSSN Inc. can scan 6 pages
per minute in black and white and up to three pages per minute I color making this a high speed solution to
scanning.
Beyond these advanced features, the ScanShell® 3100D and 3100DN duplex portable scanners are compatible
with Windows 7, Vista and XP 32 and 64 bit. At no extra charge, the ScanShell® Scanshell® 3000DN is
bundled with DocShell® software which provides an intuitive scanning interface with advanced features
including automatic document detection, PDF conversion, image viewer, and more. Once the media is scanned,
the scanned image is then exported into an existing application on the user's PC and it can be saved into a
variety of images types such as BMP, TIF, JPEG, PSD, PCX, PNG or TGA. The ScanShell® 3100D and
3100DN duplex portable scanners are the ideal solution for the simultaneous high image quality capture of both
sides of a scanned document in a range of industries including medical, government, security, automotive and
more.
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Additional information on the image processing solutions offered by CSSN, Inc. can be found at www.cardreader.com.
Card Scanning Solutions (CSSN Inc.) has been the leading developer of card reading and image processing
technologies since 1999. They are renowned for developing intuitive image processing technology such as
OCR SDK, a Software Developer Kit for their Optical Character Recognition engine. CSSN Inc.’s software
solutions are used among a variety of industries such as Medical, Finance, Security, and Hospitality offering
valuable solutions that significantly increase productivity, saves time and money resulting in greater efficiency.
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Contact Information
Celeste Monzon
Card Scanning Solutions
http://www.card-reader.com
213.867.2625
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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